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The ChMese phonetic alphabet (Pinyin) vas adopted as the 
intemattonal system for the romanization of Chinese geographical 
names (&solution No. -8) at the third UI9 conference on the stan- 
dardizatfoa of geographical names held in 1977 in Athens. The 
implementation of the resolution is under vay smoothly. Now I 
vould like to do an analysis of the technical basis for the re- 
ference of personnel concerned. 

1. The International Standardization of Geographical Names 

Every geographical name&sits pronukation, written form and meaning. 

It.18 mainly through the written language that geographical,names are quoted 

in the titernational affairs. Every country has its own script to write its 

geographical names. It is difficul,t not only in printing but also in recogni- 

sation to adopt all gecgraphical n:unes in original. The reman alphabet is 

popular in the -international commwity. However, it is pronounced differently 

in different languages. The vritttrn forms of geographical names can be unified 

ii the nationally romanieed spelliugs are accepted as the international stan- 

dard, In case consideration can not be given to both pronunciation and writing, 

the only international 8OlUtiOn is to prefer vriting to pronunciation. General 

speakers do not care about the meaning of geographical names with the exception 

OR geographical generics. Therefore the international Btandardization of geogra- 

phic?& names lies in the single romanieation in written forms. 

The ooncrete prtnciples for the single romanieation may be smmariead as 

followa: 

. aa Uhere countrim we the ream alphabet as tdeir official scripts, the 

offiel&J. spelling of their geographical names should be accepted a8 .the inter- 

national standard; 

b. Uh8re'countriea we the non-reman alphabet, but have offi'cial or pre- 

&at roraoicatf~a~8t8~r tbe8e r&u+tiSation systems should be accepted a8 

the ~terrratlonal slambrd for fh8%r geographical n-es; 

%O In.nOn-toMn~o8Pn~ris$ vhere..exiats'.aelthar a&:offiCial romanieation 

llQlp 8 prevalent ape;' the.sjPi3lling of their gecqraphlcral names to be adopted 



jurisdiction, t!le _ soelling should be decided upon by internatiaqal organization 

thrungh conuultati.>n . 

The People's ItepRbliC of ChFna promulgated in 1958 "The Scheme for a Chj.nese 

Phonetic Alphabet" (kns!zn act; Pii=yLn and hereinafter referred to as Pinyin system) 

with the approval of t!ie Rational People's Congress. It is China's official 

phonetic system. Its use ti spnlling Chinese geographical names is compatible 

with the single roman?zatiou, It was expounded by Chinese representatives 

respectively at tte sixth session of the TJflGEGN in 1975 and the third United . 
Er&iOnS Conference on the Standdfzation of Geographical Names held jn Athena 

in 1977, and was adopted at the latter conference. 

2. The Romanieation of Chinese Geographical Names in Hen Language 

Before the Pinyln system was officially adopted and promulgated, China had 

no stand&d for the romanieation of its geographical names, For Han language. 

it took over mainly the Wade system (with diacritical marks dropped). But 

different spellings existed in different languages. For example, zlb% was spelt 

as Peking, P&kin, Pekin, Pekino and Pequim, and A\$$ was spelt as Shanghai, 

Changhai, Schanghai, etc. F&hermore, even in one language existed different 

spellings for a geographical name. For instance, in German,2rf, was spelt a3 

Tschongking, Schun-king and Chungking. Owing to the defect in the designing 

of system or its improper use, quite a number of geographical names with dif- 

ferent pronunciation were spelt as the same. For example,&& in Hebei province 
. 

and /b/zdLj ti Jismgsu province vere spelt all the same as Tangshan, >$?'H-) in Fujian 

province and, g+ c 1 in Jiangsu province vere spelt as Changchou, thus causing un- 

necessary confusion. 

The Pinyin system was dravn up after the summation by China's linguists of 

the experiences and lessons in contlnrious propositions and experiments over the 

past 6@ years, and through repeated discussions and revisions. The propositions 

and experiments by China's. linguists during that period had come into being 

under the influence of Sine-Western cultural exchange over the past three cen- 

turies. Each of the previous romanization systems for Chinese (Han) characters 

went its way and could not overcome the limitation of that age. EIov taking the 
Wade system for example. IZ, is scientific in phonetic analysis and had played 

a certain role ia the past. It can not, however, convey the actual pronunciation 
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of Chinese characters as far a3 the fact is concerned that it uses the same 

letter with or without a diacritical mark (for example, p*, p, t', t, k', k) to 

differenM,ate two phoneme3 differing only in aspiration and anaspiration in 

Chinese language. The diacritical marks are likely to be dropped either care- 

lessly or purposely when used, heaping confusion on one-sixth of the total number 

of syllables in the common speach of Chinese language. The phonological oppo- 

sition in Chinese language is represented in the main by whether it is aspirated 

or not. The Pingin system uses p, t, k . ..*. for aspirated consonants and 

b, d, g . . . . . for unaspirated ones. By so doing, the above mentioned four names. 

can.be spel,t as Teng3han; Dangshan, Zhangzhon and Changzhou respectively. 

Some people are afraid that once the Wade system which has been used for 

more thanone century is abolished; the international community will meet with 

difficulties in communications, In fact, before the 609, the.Chinese Postal 

system* or 016 post,names were mainly used in thea‘tlases.pnb~ished~b~*U3A md'UK..'- 

F'e?~erample, in the mid-century edition published in 1954 of the Times Atlas of -, . 

the World whiah i.3 well-known and influential, the forms of Chinese (Han) gee- 

graphical names on its plates of China are mainly under the Postal system for- 

mnlated in 1906 by theidoint Commission of the Imperial Post and the Imperial 

Telegrams or the'then prevalent spellings. The followtig statistics shows the 

ratio ai the Chinese geographical names spelt respectively under the two &if- 

ferent systems found in'that atlas. ., 

Classification Example Number $ 

A. Xdentical both in the Postal system and the Wade system 
, 

a. the names in the atlas and the post 
names being the same . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Changshu (@% ) 350 11.7 

b. the names in the atlas being under 
'* both system, but no existence qf _' :I .; 

such post office . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dabashan ($ie& ) 32; I.6 i 
I 

33. Different in two systems i 
a. the names in the atlas being under 

the Postal system or taking over I 
. . the post names . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ankwo &lzl 1 1134 57.3 I 

- . --. ..- 

* The Postal system is one of the romanizations of Chinese language whos:, 
tq=rY : 

distinction .from the Wade system lies fn the facts: (1) the Wade system j 
.adopts an aspirate mark whereas the Postal system does not use this mark’; 

(2) the initials ch, hs and u in diphthong finals used in the Wade system 
'; 

are superseded by k or ts, h and w respectively in the Postal system. 
Bot all the names of old post offices are under %he Postal system. The i 

,. : names of old post offices in province Gnangdong and part of provinces R:jian .:' 
and Gtaangxi were spelt from dialectic sound, -. . . . In addition, some post namc:s f 
continued to use the prevalent spelling3 in the nostern language at tha: 
time. I 
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. . 
Q. the names in the atlas being under 

the Postal system, but no existance 
of such post offices . . ..*.......*..*. Tahi.n~: ( f-,2 ) 125 6.3 

e. the post names and the names in the ..a _ 
atlas being respectively under the 
-Wade 'system and the Fostal system . . . . Hinghsia(post) (+E ) 4 0.2 

?J,*Esia (atlas) . . 
f. both the post names and the names in 

7 

I,,,. > 

the atlas being under the Wade system A&i (*-$ ) 36 ' 1.8 

g. the names in-the atlas being under the 
Wade system, but no ezistance of such 
post offices . . . . . ..*............*.... Chiaonan (j&5 ) 24 ' i.2 

h. the names in the atlas and the post 
names being respectively under the ' 

Wade system and the Postal system . . . . Forshan(post) (@& ) 15, 0.7 -- 
Ponshan(atlas) 

i..the post names be,ing hybrids of the 
_. . - 

two systems, taken over in the atlas . Chinchow ( 4+?#] ) 7, ,,.0.4' . _Fj . 
C. Irre@aritp ~XJ the post names . : ~ ; . . ,. C.) .r: 
_ j. the post names being spelt from dtalec- ,: 

tic sound, taken over in the atlas ;, Rongmoon ( z/r I‘] ) 
.islr .*' v2 -.;,i 

: ;'.:T 
k. the post names being mis-spelt, taken 

over in the atlas . . . . ..r............. Ynshlh (Jgf-& ) 76.'. : ,, re8 

D. Others 
. 
i 

& ._ : 4 ,8 ‘,.: 

__ 

Total 1gso iool ,.: 

In the statistics, the spelling of ihe post names are based upon the 'Eiglish.,' 

edition of the List of Post Offices published in 1932 by the Chinese Post and -') 

Telegram Administration. It is 26, years earlier than the publication of the k" 

Times Atlas of. the World. During the 17-year period from 1932 to the founding ',': 

of Hew China, a number of post names under the Postal system came perhaps into,+,'::;~;: 

: being, but. only a few of them were adopted in the atlas. 1t 1s obvfous that;.'.'. '::":I' 
si 

China.*did ho? announce new post names still in the Postal system dukng'the'period?': -_, 
from 1949 to 1958 when the atlas under question was published. So the comparison-~ . . 
ten be made though the,date in the statistics are not the same. .‘ 

.I. .:-' 
I, ., From part one of the statistics, i.e., identical in the Postal .3nd-Wsde+.~&stea;~ 

we are at a lo& as to which system .is adopted'in this atlas. But from part ‘two,-.- I . 
i.e., different in two systems, we can readily draw a conclusion from the sections.. 

. 
c, d, 'e'.and'i that. Chinese.(tian)' geographical names in the 

. . >-. I / 
atlas ‘m b fav&.y' : ' ,::: 

of the Postal system. The entries of such names are 1720, while the entries"& 

the names referred .to in the sections f, g and h spelt in accordake with.the,‘.. : : 

.' Wade system are'only 72, 
. 

Their ratio is 18:?. 
‘-3 ,,'. r ;t;j:' ': .;:ri 

,.. : .: I. .: i ̂  , \ :r , .. .' 4. ,.: . c -.:,. - c.. -,.;_,' 
Just'aS kt O?W of .'the Stctistlcs, part three, i-e,, irre~fsrity i&l&. I'. -: 

) : ., 
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'post name5 , can not make clear that whether the editor of the atlas is Inallned : 

to the Postal;sgstem or to the Wade system when spelling Chinese geographi8al 

namea. It is, however, cartaim that Chinese post and telegram service would ,( 

exert l.ts influence abroad so. long as it'uses the spellings of its own. There- .; 

fore if the names in this part could be put on the side of the Postal system in ,' 

-. its contention vith the Wade system, their ratio would be 2O:l. " . '. *: .' 
:, 

The above..statistics and analysis indicate that the spelling8 of Chine80 (I&n), 

geographical name8 in the Times Atias of the World, 1958 edition, are in favour -i, . 
of fhe,Postal system or post names, but not the Wade system. 

:.. 
In addition,.& '!,' *'f 

'- majority of Chinese geographical names in the Times Gazetteer published in LondonrT1 

1965, containing 345,000 entrie8of geographical name8, are also mainly in the !: 

j Postal system or post names. The reason can be traced back to the principles on ,;l;,; 

designing the Atlas of the:Chinose Empire by the China Inland Hission,~Londoa ..jYI.,.is 

1908. The follbwing i8 quoted from the preface to the atlas: "The romanieation"',(,:'l' 
1 as nor'settled will not satisfy 8inQlOgtmS, but it is designed to provide a -.,.i, ;.i .::,&j _/; 

settled foA for the use of correspondents wrfting or telegraphing to plaee81:11;:I,,.,_f: 
* ',.,: ) , ..:. 

'.' 1.. inthe interior, vith the certainty that; 
: .< i -a 

in copying faithf'ully a post-mark or ..i.':.$i .- 
.: ". Xettex--head, their'commtmicatian will reach the place indicated, and wilinot i I;!:~::~~ 

f,‘ be sent*elsewhere*.. 
,..: . . 

It should be noted that the postal and telegraphia.deparf{:! ..:. 

merits in (%&a&abrogated the Postal system or the old post names in 1958 and“‘] ' : "i. 
.;. : 

.' since then have adopted the Pinyin system for the romanization of the nasles'oi'.:':~ .' I 
.-. ‘. paat offices, :;:‘;“’ “, 1 

~ ‘. ‘. . . , _. . ‘_* : :! 
._ ___ -’ j. 

_.. ” L’, .‘*. : : :..“ ,r- 
^I,. y.; 

_‘I ff 'is-rorth meditating that before the Nap of the People'8 Rkpublia ok China 
: I - 
:iy in Pinyin was published in'1973 for the first time in China, during the period i' i. I ;,'.,. ,_. ; .1 .;,J 
i: ,from,.1963 tp'lY?O,"! Bertel8manIi, USSR, Aguilar and Rand PlcRalley had sacceasivelf -:r 
j,- ,. . 
,._, spelt Chinese'.geographical namesin accordance with the Pingin system;;;l[t ia;:::i-:; 1.':; .,(' 
?'.true- that\‘Chinese'geographlcal names so spelt on these maps are trifle ti'n&&r,?:.$ 

.,: ,,(.< 3 
. . : .- ,.)- ". _. 
.Y '.as compa$ed withithe hundreds of thousands of Chinese geographical x+ueti '8pelt~~~:-z~~:~; 

* _.; * .'.: 
, : 

.;. in the.'IQ&le-8yStem in the archives of the United States and Great Britain: 
.' ;. .i .,I 

Bu+(;,".~'. 

we have.to '8ee another fact that thosechaving chsnce.to refer to archive8 ar8 :.% “f '..' 
: 

. " 
':' limited &&8 the users of commercially circulated atlases are nume&isi:? Be-'. :,$i 
. sides,: more detailed maps 6f China vi11 be published in the f&are; cJo "ii is ;:-': : ;:; :;: 

. 'I ._ .- incontesfable'~that the influence and application sphere of Chinese -geog&phical."':.i5 
!.: 

. . - :- 
.I" name8 spelt in the P&yin 8ySteB are expanding day by.day whereas the Wade system..f.i ,' 
.~' and &he&'are'juat the opposite." " 

/. ,T _ '<' .*,. ,.' ,' ., 
: ,.A -_. .-r<..-.. . . ..'.F'. ,;*: .> . '),'. i, ;.i 

#,: ',' Bes$$eqthe~resolution of Athens zonference, 
1 .i. _ : ; 

. . the following instancoS&re-a18o ,..' ., 
* .worth-canaideratia The primary schools throughout China have the cour88 ~of$$:~,;,;i : ,.: .:'\ !, ,,' ', ‘ ,._, <' .-.','~, :, : *. .'. .. ..' -i 
,T‘, ,- :, ., ;;,: ;, '. :,., r, .: .', ~ .-.::,d...: . . _, . ..I. 7: ,. . ..:. .,‘. . ., '_ ,.I 3 :-i:: _ ) :" 

. .' '~ '. ," &'I (5.). ,‘1 :..; 
1. .y.: : .:. ., -c .: _; ., ._ . . .; T i ., 
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Pinyin which tens of millions of pupils study every year; the words in Chinese 

', . character dictionaries are arranged in the order of Chinese phonetic alphabet; .: 

( ' Pingin‘is already in extensive use 
., : 

I , such as post end telegram, transportation ' :. 

)_ (cl+ aviation, railway stations , wharfs end street names) and the names of ~ 

shops,"trademarks and other things of daily life. so Pinyiu has been naturally" 

adopted as the international system for the romanieation of Chinese geographical . . 
: : *~&e&r; .-::.:. :, ;, 

: 

,: 3.-,-~;The~ Bo manieation of fiinority Geographical'Bames I_ ;> :.., 
I :; ..; : ,' t : 

:. :. j3'.Geographical names of ChlLna consist of Chinese (Han) language and minority .I .:.., 
:. ~,ones.'~,; If a minority nationality has its own written language, its geographical 
',. ' names are Yritten both in its own 8Cript and with Chinese characters;'in case 8.' 
_, 

a&or& nationality has no Ycitten language ofits own, as a rule, its geogra4, :.,l,. .;. 
:: .phicr$ msmes'are Yritten with Chinese charact&?. 

: :" 
i , In romanizing minority ,geo- ;.: 1.' ., ., , : 

&aphical names according to the Pinyin system, there are two approaches: (a) to :, 

7 annotate the translation in Chinese, i.. an indirect method, known as the annotation 
.d 
i' '. of,Chkese characters; (b) t6 transcribe directly from the minority script or 
;: 

spoken~,language in accordance with their respective standard :.or .ooplaion!- ::I.;... :';i.... - '.;,. . 
,. 8peech'~sound; known tie transcription.' (,I. 
i : :; .:: " _. , I 3 

1 ".,: 
.T:,;It ehould be made clear that the Pinyin system has the pronunciation and ' 1 .: ? : ;~, 

;. .' '. asage,.of fts letters chosen to suit the needs end ways of Chinese (Han) language, ' 
. '_) :,: ..- : 

with due. consideration given to .the intermational practice. Therefore in reman--' i 
ig. * : 
;:A\ lelng minority geographleal names according to the Pinyin system, only the,pro- I 

3i.j enunciation and ueage of the letters should be compatible with the Pinyla eystem, ;' ,.; ,f. .<- ,. . . -It ,.' 
'. : .'but::the, syllabic structure should not be aonfined to the pattern of the. iommon . ...:":: ._. ..;. , . . 

speech Iif Chfnese(Han) langtzagk. This is'jast a8 the usual practi& '&I English, ";. 
: ,., . 

.;; ;- 1 
j;:.:,. French an% German which do not and should mot make a detour to use Wade,.Visei?&. I' 

._. z. :. ,. and$.&eSsing 8y8temS when rendering the non-Han Chinese geographical names. 
(; *, .'.; ,.;-,‘t, '.., : .. . . . . 

.<,_;-.' '_ : s .' :y ;-. , ). ; ‘ i r : ‘ 
.~-.~;.~~~~,::::.C~~ese character8 e.re a script with fixed syllables, only representing about -,-:' 

,!. 

. -.i, 
'2'Wr: 415~8g;jillables without counting the difference in tones (see attached syllabic '.. :'i! _' ,: .:' 

tables\* They have not.syllables enough for conveying diversified pronunciations. .. 
.' .< 

. . 
,i . . _ : ,I .. . For~exampls/ a number of simple syllables such as do.to po,.e & ho,'$fz m so I_ .: ( -- ".' 
':.!: &a othere.occuring in Rongolian, Uygur and Tibetan geographical names do not ; .., . . .,j _ . -' -. 8%i8i;+ Chinese (Han) langnage, but.can; by spelt when:ro~ieeg-rith:'pFny~;l.' . --i v., , :. ..-:.*,.. '. 
, : pg*:, g&qjQ+ .q..;. ';: .*_.; . . -' ... ; , .I * _, . . .I .I . . 

.;. _ ., 
: ,... i, ..::, -' 

: _,-,._ ,igWn & (Pp %I!.<%% ) us ( i?ij!#j 1 mmhon (i$$$Lfi ;> _ ., ', :' 
* 

'.; .<.;.,: r ~ +.I., ;;'. : .< :, 1. ; .,' 2 ;.- ,;:;:;,:,; &A ( +,*g& ) @ksu (I@,$, ) '&xnd (%cSgj$> '. :, :.:, 
>.. j‘., '_'. _, -;:. 2. f:. ..'3 &y& G&f&i. 1 ',*. &na- ( 4$$3p ) ~lon (&2 J I 
;. ! y ;,:;, J.'..:. <.-. :+ 

. . "; ;b::s,tALtiaid , ( #,e#$ ) Qagan mur &g-i% - $?I Xatongmon~(i$~l‘] ) *. . -f:, s,y. :: :_ :. ;,;. _-. .:y .I _( ,., 'A ,. . (61 



\'- .- .* In Chinese (Han) language there are no consonant clusters and ftiaX8 other. : '. 
: thannandr&. 

t 
as a result, somet%tnes~ one syllable In minority langnage IS . 

. 
represented by several:Chinese characters, thus a monosyllable becoming a polg- ] 

ergllable. Compared vith the direct transcription, the annotation of Chinese 
-. .charatters use more letters. This is espticiallp true of the geographical:asmes :. 1,,., 
~‘:,,of,Altaln family; Sampling In a speclfia area has made if clear that in both .J ..\ . 
,':::,: about' 3200 names, the‘longolian and Uygur geographical names would increase i 

;'r ie&ect%Vely by 3% and 2%~ in the letters used when romanited by Indirect anno-,, . . : ,' 
;c;-tation of.characters than by direct transcription. Here are examples: ,, ' : 1 
'.. .* : ;:.:...:; . ".? ,, <j: ,, : '; y %. : ~.a. Han translation awcnhe& ; ;-' <..- : i -1 '. ,. i..: 1 ,.. I ., ,; : Transcription Jfgdlllkbag (meaning in Uygur language: oleaster ' i :. 

-', I j , -,. .I .r oruhard) '. 
; -. _ ; f,:.-. f;::,:,; Bhn0tat1on -Jlgedaillkebage . 

< 
‘I I ::' .I 

. . . . I.; .-> * 
"T-:.,;,;J-Y' b. Han translation" &#~~~wl%tJ$ : -? : 'I.. -.,$. : Transcription Elst Oboljo (meaning in Mongol& language:. a winter ,,, j; ; *: I. campsite) 

i 
', ; : ,:. 

+ Annotation Eleshatuwobulezhuo .-,. ,. I.( II' ,: 1 1 i ._ a. Han translation ~f~~~~&~&~~ . . : _. ., -::,. ,,_ ; .,.,.. TraIl8crlptlon Ayak Tuzluk Otak (meaning in Uygur language: a lower, i "_ .' '.' .: salty campsite) - , 
: .I ., i '-: ::-. ..;. .', ,y I'_ ":I, ,. Annstation Ayaketaziluke*aotake : j . : 

. : " ._I : : '. (. 

*'̂ ' ..';=d.'H=. translation $&$-~&~$@..~,& 3&v, 
. i, 

.:l'c: ,. . . : 
:. ,.., i__' . . 

.;..,.. _, r. -.t . . i i Tran&iption j Qtilut Dabagin Jun Gojgor (meaning in':Rongolian languaget .:- :,- :,;.. -- , _ ., .>~ _ ; . . a rocky ridgeway to the east or left of a pinnacle) L 
I_ (_ ,., ., i :',. Annotation ,Chulutedabayinzhu~engaojige'er '. ,, / ,,, : .", . . . ._ ::. -: _ 
;-::: .-.. ;,,I '. :, . . . . . '. 
:U,--“,,:Due to lack of- specification from time to time, 'there are several transcrip-' :_ 

: .tion8 for a minority name or word. For example, Qong;Karaael, an Uygur geogra- i" 

phiaal n&ad; 6eanLng a big black desert, has five Chinese translations aa' j ' 

shown below: 
/' ._ . . 

'--.. 2;: ' Transcriptlon 
, .~' 3 

j .; .- : 1 Han translation Annotation 
,,r:.,{: :_ : .., .- .,.,., ., i _, -' . . Qong Karaqol j&e4~ Dahalajun .:_: .' 1,. :i '. i ,a . ; : ., @4@ fg Halajun _‘ : : -! .' .*, ,.:, .' .;,' *t,-*.- 1. 

' 
,,:* (. " *a Rk-- Kalaquli . ,., ., .' :,.;, " : (, ) -.,. .; :, .; $&&&. Kalazhtz " 

~I_. " __' ., 53 $g#& e 3 Qiongkalajl&*er : ,, 
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These~examples show that the pronunciation of Chinese translations deviates ' ' 

far from the original. Furthermore, it is not oacoy to determine Which transr : 
' lation should be annotated without research and check. This, however, doesn't 

mean all Han translations are in such confusien, but multi- translations are .: .- 

actually aore or less in existance. Hnlti-trmslation for a wordtare of high -<I 

frequency. For example, 
'.. ? 

a froquontlg-used rtord in Mongolian geographical names, _.. 

meaning abundant,~ according to incomplete statistics, has more than ten Han,.., ll.l. 

translations and several spelling forms such as bayan, bayin, baiy~, baigln'- ,t;.. 
, 

and baiyon. Another example is k#zil , a common word in Uygur kographical names,,:. 
'A_ 

meaning red. If spelt from its Han translations, this word would have th6 fol- 3:" .: 
.. lOWi3lg spellings:.hoiei, keri, keriqer, k&.lu, kesai, keshilie, kexeili., k&i, ',i'::- 

keeige, kezile,'-kexili, kezilu end keziluo. 
: ;:.,‘ , . . i I >A. ,. 

.i d . ..! .; ,! J 

Ai we lmolf that one kind of letters can be converted to another between., 
.' ., 

- _,-- :ii, 

: two different kinds of phOnetiG script. This is known as transliterations,;,: .'": . . .(~~';:~: ;-. ,..I " 
.!, . . This, pro&ess can also be applied to romanizing minority geographical name&?.'i: ';+.:;.,. ':. I - ,, 

according to Pinyin system. The Uygur script has already been romanieed.' '.ThereI.:';:T-'_ 

'/ hre 2ki &au letters and 6 new letters & the new Uggur script, whose,~pr&uu- .. :. 

ciation and usage are identical or similar to their counterparts in Pinyin.'..! '. "I';' 4 I:,: 
Consequently the 'g&graphical names in new Uygur script can be just copied if '..',:: '_ 

: no aew,letter exi&s at all in them. For example, Z$+$&,+ is spelt as &iimqf,. y,::: 

: .; ,notWulumuqi; l;ja<f. i 
.," 

s spelt as Atux, not Atushi. If new letters appear in:.' .'-:'. 
:. Uygar.&une3~~ they can be converted, with some adaptation, the the custom&':~;- ,.*'i,:. 

+oman letters.,, For sample, in the new script .hSZ$t$& and :'$$Lfr; are spelt.. ! 
::', reBpe&ivel~ ,as Z$aramay (the letter k.having a tail) and Jungqar (h.being,,$.;i' 

i;:-: 
y:: _ :,:.. :. ":,. 

: .,, .. new letter), but they can be transferred to Pingin as Karamag and Jnggar~,;.,;;~" ,..:':i:l; 
,;:/.. . . ,: +. 

;,,:;j:.;. .' -.: :. i. 
r.',i ',5* me -reiom&tion. 'of the writfen .la@age m. not get hen &&&'~,bl;lt -“&: :'. -';!:."'i$ .,. .', L *.l- 

$.,-,the ~ongolian~and 
:,.-.. . . I -I 

Tibetan languages. 
! 

Besides the differencein d~~e=~~d'so~d,.~~~~,~r 
.- '. .-: 

i ,: .the Written. language is u&ally divorced from the colloqufilspeech~' ;Por examplo::f$ .i 
' 1, '*he 1IIongoliau'geographical generic'term mountain and lake would be spolt~~&&ls~'~~-$~~ 
..'. : _. 
,; : ,. 

7 '".<X 
and'aaPar'14‘transliterated from their Mongolian written forms Xetter~b~ letter.x;:'$ \.,?' . ', '~;;Is.;:i., 

::l But iZ- tr&crbred from-the actual pronunciation of the modern Rongol&langu<{~~:.$~Y , .'. I, .' ; 
:.i'-' age/"they. are spelt es & 'and E (being spelt as uul and nuur, if the.'long ?..-' ' i$J'ii, e..i ., 
>j'.. 

.'., *.I 
and shor~.vowels are differentiated). ..:; j : :.  ̂ Another example is'the common word red :r'!_i: 

P ::-: 'lI. 
: in the EIong&& geographical names, whose letter by letter transl~tera&n,!$ .*.-:,.i<:$> .a,;-.; ,,.l ..; ,;.:,,,ia;ala~.-~whereas its actual pronunciation is ulan (ulaan). 

..,. ; ..' - 
: '! C*nseq~ently;~:~(: .:, ~j~.~,!i$ 

~~,‘.i’,.~.~,,i~‘,~‘.;~ ” -’ p 
.. _, ,..; r.2.. .: ,,,.:, ..G,i” I ‘:z*:-‘;; 

..-:.:.- ., 1,' 
,,a{ lace name meaning a red lake, would be spelt a&;Ulagan ~~~~~-;'I-'.~~~~~ , 

;~~~..,ii_tyanaliter~~ed'letter by letter. 
.- I ,..,.:g>‘- 

:;z.. A: But it would be spelt as Ulan lT&'.itii&' . $$~:~~ ..:I '.,.' .'es:- 
I:, .- '.q: l!WW)~~.if during ,the course of transliteration, due consideration is giGen"to ii.: -: .:L- 

'. ._.I..' ‘. 
s.. ' . ,- .-‘.j . . . ;. :, ..'(a '- 

. . . ;. ._ . . ,.*‘ I .' ,/, .:.'.., 
: I..' . . ', '..'. .: :,. . . . . . . . . -. .-. :s -, . . . . . .., L 

-4 . . 



..; 
. . 

_ ._ -. 
s. . 

) 

.. the customary pronunciation based on its written form and the common collo- 

>;.:.. '+-WW=ech..' The situation in the Tibetan language is even more complicated '.,:“ -:. 
.,, i. 
."i.'-“than that of the Mongolian language. ., ‘* Every Tibetan letter'represents a phoneme, ~. 
.,. .: ..,.: ', : 

%Uk in'certaln structures it sometimes has a phonetic change and sometisres i ._. x > 
.;,:i: mekes. the letter nearby changing phonetically while being voiceless itself. ti ; -':' 

. ' 
.':',F'or example, if &ansliterated from Tibetan written form letter by letter, 

: 

,,,~~~;E$i$'~Z+ is spelt as Qomoklangma, 
..I 

which has oxxe more letter k than'Qomolamgma, ; 
:I: I 
~Ti a. transcription of the original pronunciation. A8 to the rt+me of $I&, it " L. 
'.I;: 
,: woald be spelt as Skyigdrong if transliterated from the Tibetan written form 

‘i. .,. ; / 
+~:letter by letter; ..' ) This spelling 18 apparently unsuitable for the broad users. ._ 

'y,l"'&G.;the transcription of Tibetan geographical name8 is made from'their pronnn- ",:“ . s* 
'..>j-, -. j ": ,' 
- .,. cl&ion in the'Ti.betan i broadcast by the Central People's Broadcasti& Station: 

_,- 
'.;;i.;:AB;~rresult;.thiS namo~3.8 spelt as Gyirong which is in accord with the actual .::i. ,,. 1,:'. ,. 1. -- .,_I. 

:-~:~pronunciation. . . . '.,. :.,. i : :. _' 
j 1 I..' _' : 

. . ~ : .::-I ' . .;.. _). y_, _-_ ;.: 
.:i."i;l:'j.::. fn view of the above mentioned aalysis, .yy ,::.,; ., 8' .,:. the transcription is more; scientific.'. 

‘?*-kd applicable than the ennotation of,CMnese characters and the straight trans- =;, 

--Y. llteration. SO the transcription is used in the romkization of the UJ&W, . .: 

'.'.: Hongt3lian and Tibetan geograph&cal names with Plnyi.n system. ':_ “,J :.' ,,,, . . . . : . . ., 
ii L*‘.x '_ .._ ",,: ! .;z;- .,_I' .. '. : 

'; . . ..In &.nord, the romanization of Chihese geographical names with Pinyin sys- '- : ~~,.i. . . ,;:, '. 
'.I" b?la %S'a.gI'atifying step toward8 the international standardisation of geogra-, ..+. ,: 

.',... .; , \  i ’ _‘. .  

.' phical.&nes. 
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